Oak Hill Twilight Event
June 19, 2015

OK, so the format was screwed up and there was mud pretty much everywhere. You can’t say you didn’t
have a good time. We started with 28 participants on the course by 6:30 and 28 participants returned by
8:30, which is a good thing. Thank you to Richard for running the registration table and to Holly Wilgus
and Andreas Johansson for handling the starting/timing/ map duties.
The format was that participants would not see the first segment of the map before the start. At two
other controls (#4 and #8) participants would pick up another segment of map. Some participants
started at #1, while others started at #11. The area of the park used was deliberately kept small (about a
half mile by about 3/8 of a mile, so that paths would cross and, in some areas, you would see more than
one control at once. Since we normally don’t get to see each other out on a course, the course designer
thought he would bring everyone together.
The course designer wishes to apologize for control #11. It was a bit more wicked in there than I
anticipated earlier in the spring. Also for the bobsled run on #3. I didn’t figure it was going to rain for
most of the month.
On to the results, which will be presented in a couple of formats. As all the participants know, there was
a 90 minute time limit, so results will be for those under 90 minutes, those over 90 minutes, and overall
without a time limit. Pick your poison. I will work on split times for individual controls for publication
later. Individuals denoted with the letter A went through the course 1‐11, while those with the letter B
went 11‐1.
Under 90 Minutes
Mitchell (B)

44:30

Johnson (A)

62:06

Redinger (B)

63:36

Price (A)

63:41

Even (B)

80:52

Johansson (A)

81:30

Boltz (B)

81:41

Rufener (A)

81:45

Preobrazhensky (A)

86:59

Perry (B) 8 controls

88:45

Johnson/Witalis (B) 4 controls 85:59
Wes & Frank Mahne (A) 3 controls 81:23

Over 90 Minutes
Montgomery (B)

92:18

Mailey (B)

96:20

Feaser (A)

106:11

Arbogast (B)

131:15

Smink (A) 10 controls

93:50

Perrenoud (A) 8 controls 95:02
Marjenin (A) 8 controls 113:34
Sanae/Chris Rogers (A) 7 controls 120:58
Russ (B) 5 controls

91:09

Without a Time Limit (A or B and # of controls in parentheses)
Mitchell (B, 11)

44:30

Johnson (A, 11)

62:06

Redinger (B, 11)

63:36

Price (A, 11)

63:41

Even (B, 11)

80:52

Johansson (A, 11)

81:30

Boltz (B, 11)

81:41

Rufener (A, 11)

81:45

Preobrazhensky (A, 11)

86:59

Montgomery (B, 11)

92:18

Mailey (B, 11)

96:20

Feaser (A, 11)

106:11

Abrogast (B, 11)

131:15

Smink (A, 10)

93:50

Perry (B, 8)

88:45

Perrenoud (A, 8)

95:02

Marjenin (A, 8)

113:34

Sanae & Chris Rogers (A, 7)

120:58

Russ (B, 5)

91:09

Johnson/Witalis (B, 4)

85:59

Wes & Frank Mahne (A, 3)

81:23

Submitted by Mark Stypczynski, Event Director (no relation to the course designer)

